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      Students participating in CRP's fall 2022 field trip explore New York City and meet with local policymakers and community organizations deeply embedded in addressing climate vulnerabilities and adaptive responses. Anson Wigner / AAP

    

  





    
    
            
  
  
From Local to Global


Cornell AAP's Department of City and Regional Planning (CRP) provides a dynamic, rigorous, and supportive context for addressing the most timely planning questions of our time: from social and environmental justice to equity and access to essential services and infrastructures; from climate change adaptation to land use, zoning, and sustainable transportation and housing. At CRP, the next generation of planners and urbanists hone critical disciplinary skills while broadening their knowledge with a wide selection of courses from across Cornell University, an Ivy League, New York State Land Grant institution with a global footprint.


Attracting a diverse body of students and faculty from across the U.S. and around the world, CRP is a vibrant community committed to making urban systems work. As leaders of new and innovative approaches to teaching, research, and participatory planning practices, we offer degree programs that provide opportunities to experiment with different methodologies, build skills in critical thinking and analysis, and engage communities in contexts ranging from the local to global. CRP students can opt to pursue concentrations such as designing the city; international studies in planning; economic development planning and land use and environmental planning; as well as individualized programs of study tailored to their different interests and goals.


CRP's degree programs include a Bachelor of Science in Urban and Regional Studies (B.S. URS) and graduate degrees in Regional Planning, Historic Preservation Planning, and Regional Science. Joint master's degrees are offered in Landscape Architecture and Real Estate.
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      Friday, March 15, 2024

    Register Now for Urban Studies Summer Programs

  
    
         
    At The Department of City and Regional Planning (CRP), we believe urbanists can and should take up some of our world's most complex and urgent challenges — from decarbonization and climate adaptation to accessibility and housing to fair governance and policymaking — and come together to create thriving, healthy places for people of all generations and identities. Spend your summer at Cornell and immerse yourself in the critical questions that shape cities today.  
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Planning (M.R.P, Ph.D.)


Urban and Regional Studies (B.S.)


Regional Science (M.A., M.S., Ph.D.)


Historic Preservation Planning (M.A., Ph.D.)


Dual Degree with Landscape Architecture (M.R.P. / M.L.A.)


Dual Degree with Regional Planning and Real Estate (M.R.P. / M.P.S. RE)
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Throughout their time at Cornell, students have abundant opportunities to work in and around local Ithaca and Upstate New York communities as well as to spend semesters at our New York City and Rome campuses. CRP students can participate in Design Connect, a student-run community design organization that responds to real-world questions while developing skills for professional practice. Students also pursue self-directed research and are assisted in summer internship placements in the U.S. and abroad. At CRP, we cultivate a culture of self-organization among students, invite engagement with department governance, and actively encourage students to pursue the many leadership opportunities available to them.
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The recently launched Mui Ho Center for Cities at AAP is a new hub for urban research at Cornell. CRP students can work on research projects and participate in a number of faculty-led research labs that catalyze innovation to address urgent challenges facing our cities and communities.


                
                    Center for Cities
                    Research Labs
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      Monday, April 1, 2024

    AAP Announces New Annual Strauch Early Career Fellow Appointment

  
    
         
    Thanks to the generosity of decades-long alumni supporters Hans (B.Arch. '80) and Roger Strauch ('78), the college continues to increase the accessibility of academic careers to emerging scholars and practitioners in the disciplines of architecture, art, and planning.  
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      Monday, January 22, 2024

    Spring 2024: Your Essential Guide to the Semester Ahead

  
    
         
    After a winter break to regroup and recharge, the 2024 spring semester begins with a flurry of activity that will introduce new classes and workshops, showcase exemplary creativity and research, and bring a roster of exciting guests to AAP campuses in Ithaca, Rome, and New York City.  
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      Climate Change is a Fiscal Disaster for Local Governments − Our Study Shows How It's Testing Communities in Florida

  
    
              The Conversation:
     
    CRP Assistant Professor Linda Shi coauthored this study of how sea-level rise affects municipal tax revenues and whether coastal planners and managers are accounting for these fiscal impacts.  

  
    Thursday, October 5, 2023

  

        
	
          
  
    
  
      Mexico City Runs Short on Water — a Public Good that's "Increasingly Difficult" to Provide

  
    
              Los Angeles Times:
     
    Mexico City is facing a serious water shortage as leaky pipes, rapid development, and climate change converge. CRP Professor and Director of the Cornell Mui Ho Center for Cities Victoria Beard says more cities will face "day zero" scenarios as urban water gets "increasingly difficult" to provide.  

  
    Thursday, March 21, 2024

  

        
	
          
  
    
  
      Did Robert Moses Put His Racism on Display in a Harlem Playground?

  
    
              Bloomberg CityLab:
     
    The infamous New York parks commissioner allegedly placed decorations in Riverside Park to mock Black residents in the 1930s. CRP Professor Thomas Campanella examines this viral accusation.  

  
    Wednesday, February 21, 2024

  

        
	
          
  
    
  
      Mapping the Future

  
    
              Business Insider:
     
    The report explores the potential impact of the National Zoning Atlas, a project led by CRP Professor Sara Bronin, on correcting the current low-inventory, high-priced US housing market.  

  
    Wednesday, February 21, 2024
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    Monday, September 11, 2023

  
    Intermunicipal Cooperation and Agreement Formalization  

    
    Mildred Warner  

  
    CRP Professor Mildred Warner has coauthored a paper in the Journal of Economic Policy Reform that investigates the effect formalization of cooperation agreements has on the cost of service delivery across NYS local governments.
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    Monday, March 18, 2024

  
    Transnationalizing Intrapreneurship of Chinese Private Investment in Africa  

    
    Ding Fei  

  
    A paper authored by CRP Assistant Professor Ding Fei published in Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space investigates the structures, forces, and actors that drive and constrain transnationalizing intrapreneurship under Chinese private investment in Africa.
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    Friday, March 15, 2024

  
    Sprout of Gotham  

    
    Thomas J. Campanella  

  
    In a feature for The Cultural Landscape Foundation, CRP Professor Thomas J. Campanella offers a profile of the work of Mary Elizabeth Sprout, designer of many of New York City's iconic gardens. 
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      Friday, April 12, 2024

    Lisa Bates: Grew Here / Flew Here

  
    
         
    Attend a talk that reflects on learning to be in, for, and with community as a Black planner and activist scholar.  
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      April 12, 2024 3–5 p.m.

    City and Regional Planning 2024 Celebration of Research and Departmental Social

  
    
         
    Learn more about the work of the department and engage with students and faculty.  
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      Wednesday, April 17, 2024

    AAP Launchpad: Spring 2024

  
    
         
    Join us for a special AAP event showcasing recent books written and edited by Cornell and AAP faculty.  
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      Friday, April 19, 2024

    Kevin Walker: Making It Happen — Manufactured Housing Cooperatives and the Power of Collective Action

  
    
         
    Attend a lecture that tells the story of a unique and powerful model for transforming housing tenure so that it works by and for — rather than against — residents.  
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                Cornell AAP is about acts of transformation. We advance research, scholarship, and critical and creative practices to build a more sustainable, just, and resilient world.
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